Workforce Management App
COVID-19 Return to Office & Beyond

Post COVID-19 return to office requires new management tools and policies. Customers need to understand where employees are currently working and where they have been working.

What is Workforce Management App?
Designed to manage individual workspace and common area bookings that are easy-to-use and highly scalable built on Microsoft’s Power Platform.

Set-up Locations
Address, Profile, Floors, Workspace, Common Areas & Parking

Equipment Capacity Profiling

Employees, Contractors
Individuals, Teams and Requirements

Booking Engine
Book spaces – hourly, daily or block for the week. Search & select space profile - equipment, location, and team members.

Check-in / out of booked spaces or Ad-hoc check-in to available spaces.

My Bookings View
View Bookings
View History
Make repeat bookings

Reporting
Track & Trace
Nearby Capacity
Chatbots & Power Virtual Agents
Let technology take you further - intelligence naturally embedded.

- AI assisted UX
- Automated Notification
- Exception Report
- Secure bot GUI interface
- ASK ME!

Modern & Secure Working
Work environments are multi-dimensional and dynamic. The combination of Power Platform, Microsoft Teams, Dynamics 365 and Azure are functional, secure and scalable.

- People, Processes & Tools
- Activity Based Workforce
- Teams Workforce – the Hub
**IoT and Building Asset Data Integration**

Utilise data from your physical surroundings to drive further insight and actions using the Reekoh IoT Integration Cloud.

- ✓ Pre-built integration to the Workforce Management App
- ✓ Ready-to-use integrations to common IoT sensors and networks
- ✓ Feed data to business workflow in assets and work order management applications (e.g. ServiceNow, IBM Maximo, SAP and more)
- ✓ Incorporate solutions such as people counting, health stations (temperature, facial recognition), access control, I.D. scanners, desk check-ins and more

**Typical Scenarios**

**Employee**
- Make advance workspace bookings
- Check availability
- Ad-hoc check-ins
- Review bookings

**Employer**
- Location listings and profiles.
- Manage capacity per floor
- Trace and track reporting
- Nearby reporting
- Enable or disable space for booking
- Work safety notification

**Business Outcomes**

- ✓ Compliance with social distancing regulations
- ✓ Visibility and monitoring of the workplace
- ✓ Effectively manage and secure safety and well-being
- ✓ Enabling return to office without compromising employees’ safety

**Pricing**

Set-up fee starts at AUD 2,000.

Product included with support agreement starting at $2,000 per month, minimum of six (6) months.

*Power Platform app licenses required.

For any questions or enquiries, please call at 1300 396 365 or email info@barhead.com.